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ABSTRACT
Edge computing (EC) has recently emerged as a novel computing
paradigm that offers users low-latency services. Suffering from con-
strained computing resources due to their limited physical sizes,
edge servers cannot always handle all the incoming computation
tasks timely when they operate independently. They often need
to cooperate through peer-offloading. Deployed and managed by
different stakeholders, edge servers operate in a distrusted environ-
ment. Trust and incentive are the two main issues that challenge
cooperative computing between them. Another unique challenge
in the EC environment is to facilitate trust and incentive in a de-
centralized manner. To tackle these challenges systematically, this
paper proposes CoopEdge, a novel blockchain-based decentralized
platform, to drive and support cooperative edge computing. On
CoopEdge, an edge server can publish a computation task for other
edge servers to contend for. A winner is selected from candidate
edge servers based on their reputations. After that, a consensus
is reached among edge servers to record the performance in task
execution on blockchain. We implement CoopEdge based on Hyper-
ledger Sawtooth and evaluate it experimentally against a baseline
and two state-of-the-art implementations in a simulated EC en-
vironment. The results validate the usefulness of CoopEdge and
demonstrate its performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The cloud computing paradigm promoted the rapid growth of web
applications in the past decade by offloading computation from
end devices like desktops and laptops to the cloud. It also fueled
the popularity of mobile and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and
applications - Cisco predicts that the internet will connect 29.3
billion mobile and IoT devices worldwide by 2023 [5]. Constrained
by limited computing power and energy, mobile and IoT devices
often offload most of and sometimes all of their computation tasks
to the cloud to leverage its powerful computing capacity to fulfil
these apps’ demands [28].

However, the cloud computing paradigm is challenged by many
apps’ needs for low end-to-end latency, like web AR [35], online
gaming [21], etc. The often unpredictable latency over the pub-
lic Internet makes it difficult to ensure low latency for users. To
tackle this challenge, edge computing (EC), as an extension of cloud
computing and a critical 5G enabler technology, has emerged as a
promising computing paradigm that pushes cloud-like computation
and storage capacities to the edge of the network [12, 13]. In the EC
environment, numerous edge servers are deployed at base stations
or access points with close geographic proximity to users [29]. Mo-
bile and IoT app vendors can host their services and applications on
edge servers to serve nearby users with low latency [31]. User tasks
can also be offloaded onto edge servers for processing. Processing
users’ tasks locally on edge servers can significantly reduce service
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latency and backhaul network traffic [22]. The unique advantages
of EC have attracted increasing attention from both industry and
academia [25].

Offering various new opportunities, EC also raises many new
problems. Unlike cloud servers, edge servers suffer from constrained
computing capacities [10, 19]. Edge servers often cannot handle all
the incoming computation tasks timely when they operate indepen-
dently, especially those deployed in areas with high user density.
Fortunately, connected by high-speed links [8], the edge servers
deployed in a specific area constitute an edge server network [39].
Over the edge server network, edge servers can offload computa-
tion tasks to each other via peer offloading to leverage each other’s
computing capacities [3]. Take Fig. 1 for example. Edge server s1
is about to be overloaded by computation tasks offloaded from its
nearby users. It can offload some of its computation tasks to s5, s6,
via one hop over the edge server network, or to s4, s7 via two hops.
In this way, tasks can be performed timely without overwhelm-
ing individual edge servers. This is referred to as cooperative edge
computing in this paper.

However, in the EC environment, edge servers are usually de-
ployed and managed by different edge infrastructure providers like
Amazon and Verizon [20, 43]. It is usually not in their self-interests
to perform peer-offloaded tasks (those offloaded from other edge
servers) because it will consume their own computing resources.
Take Fig. 1 for example. Compared with s6, s7, edge servers s4, s5
are less likely to be willing to perform peer-offloaded tasks at this
particular moment due to their inadequate remaining computing
capacities. Without proper incentives, edge infrastructure providers
may refuse to perform peer-offloaded tasks or deliberately throt-
tle computing resources for peer-offloaded tasks [20]. This is the
incentive issue. In the meantime, trust needs to be built between
edge servers so that tasks can be offloaded to reliable edge servers
based on their historic performance and latency. For example, let us
assume that edge server s3 is willing to take tasks from s1. However,
it is likely that s3 will not be able to complete the tasks on time
given that it is almost overloaded. To ensure low latency, the most
reliable one that will most likely be able to complete the task on
time needs to be selected from them. This is the trust issue.

Another particular challenge to cooperative edge computing is
the pursuit of high efficiency. EC enables low end-to-end latency for
users by allowing services to be deployed on edge servers in close
geographic proximity to users. The long latency between the remote
cloud and the edge servers makes it impractical to coordinate the
cooperation among edge servers in a centralized manner from the
remote cloud. In recent years, researchers are starting to notice
this unique characteristic in the EC environment and try to solve
problems in the EC environment in a decentralized manner by
leveraging the ability of edge servers to communicate and interact
with each other [3, 9, 45].

To drive and support cooperative edge computing, this paper pro-
poses CoopEdge, a novel blockchain-based platform that addresses
the incentive and trust issues systematically in a decentralized man-
ner. On CoopEdge, an edge server can publish its computation tasks
with promised rewards for other edge servers to contend for. Re-
liable edge servers will be selected based on their reputation and
network latency. They will perform the computation tasks and re-
ceive the rewards. Then, a consensus is reached among edge servers

s2 s1

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

Amazon

Amazon

Amazon

Amazon

Verizon

Verizon

Verizon

Base Station Edge Server Task

Figure 1: Example EC Environment

to ensure that the performance in task execution is recorded in the
blockchain for reputation evaluation. To our best knowledge, this
paper makes the first attempt to systematically tackle the incentive
and trust issues in cooperative edge computing. Its main contribu-
tions, including the main features of CoopEdge, are as follows:

• CoopEdge employs an incentive mechanism to motivate edge
servers to contend for and perform peer-offloaded computation
tasks. Winners will receive basic rewards for completing peer-
offloaded tasks and extra rewards for rapid task completions. These
rewards can be used to attract edge servers to peer-offloaded tasks
and to encourage rapid task completions. This mechanism addresses
the incentive issue by motivating cooperation among edge servers.
• CoopEdge employs a reputation system to evaluate the repu-

tation of edge servers based on their historic performance in exe-
cuting peer-offloaded tasks recorded in the blockchain. In general,
an edge server with a better reputation is more likely to win the
competition for a published peer-offloaded task. This addresses the
trust issue.
• CoopEdge employs a novel consensus mechanism named

PoER (Proof of Edge Reputation) that helps edge servers reach
a consensus on the performance in executing peer-offloaded tasks
and the leader (miner) recording on the blockchain.
• CoopEdge coordinates all the interactions among edge servers

in a decentralized manner, drives and supports cooperative edge
computing without the need for centralized control. It is practical
in the new EC environment for its high performance.
• We implement CoopEdge and evaluate it comprehensively

against the state-of-the-art approaches in a simulated EC environ-
ment. The results validate the CoopEdge’s usefulness and demon-
strate its performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the system model. Section 3 presents CoopEdge’s
incentive mechanism. Section 4 introduces the reputation system
and Section 5 discusses its distributed census mechanism. Section 6
evaluates CoopEdge experimentally. Section 7 reviews the related
work. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper and points out future
work.

2 COOPEDGE OVERVIEW
There are four roles on CoopEdge:
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• Task Publisher. A Task Publisher publishes a task and selects
an appropriate Task Executor1.
• Task Candidate. Upon the receipt of a published task, an edge
server may respond to express its interest in executing the task
and become a Task Candidate.
• Task Executor. One edge server is selected from the Task Can-
didates to execute the task. It becomes the Task Executor.
• Task Recorder. Upon the completion of the task, a consensus
is reached among edge servers to elect a Task Recorder, who
records the Task Executor’s performance in executing the task.
Fig. 2 shows the framework of CoopEdge and the workflow of

the task execution on CoopEdge:
Step 1. When an edge server wants to peer-offload a task, it first

publishes the task requirements and the basic reward to
all the edge servers on CoopEdge and becomes a Task
Publisher.

Step 2. Upon the receipt of a published task, an edge server in-
spects the network latency between itself and the Task
Publisher. If it is within a threshold η2, it may express its
interest in executing the task and become a Task Candi-
date.

Step 3. From all the Task Candidates, the Task Publisher selects
the most reliable one to execute the task. The selected edge
server becomes the Task Executor.

Step 4. The Task Publisher broadcasts its decision and offloads the
task to the Task Executor.

Step 5. The Task Executor executes the task, returns the result to
the Task Publisher and broadcasts the completion of the
task.

Step 6. The Task Publisher packages the information about the
completed task into a transaction, and broadcasts it on
CoopEdge.

Step 7. Based on edge servers’ reputation, a Task Recorder is se-
lected via a distributed consensus. It creates a block, packs
the transaction into the block.

Step 8. The recorder broadcasts the block to other edge servers to
validate. Edge servers receive the proposed block, starting
validation and voting for the block. The recorder collects
the validation results and adds the block to the blockchain
when a consensus is reached.

Table 1 summarizes the key symbols and notations used in this
paper.

3 INCENTIVE MECHANISM
Unlike cloud servers, edge servers attached to base stations or ac-
cess points often suffer from constrained computing capacities due
to their limited physical sizes. In the EC environment where user
density and their demands vary at different locations over time [15],
edge servers may easily be overloaded by excessive tasks offloaded
from users around them. They need to leverage the available com-
puting resources of nearby edge servers at different times. Ideally,
1In this research, we study scenarios where tasks are executed in whole, similar to
most studies in the field of EC [3, 20, 37, 45].
2Threshold η is pre-specified to scope the edge servers that can contend for and
perform a peer-offloaded task. For example, a small value will generally exclude those
that are far away from the Task Publisher because the high network latency will delay
the completion of the task for the user.

Table 1: Key Symbols and Notations

Notations Description

C set of candidate edge servers
ci i-th candidate edge server
D density of edge server network
N number of edge servers
r total reward
rb basic reward
re extra reward
rps reputation of s
s edge server
sp Task Publisher
se Task Executor
t peer-offloaded task
u time window
δm maximum execution time of t
λ baseline extra reward
δe actual execution time of t
ρ parameter prioritizing reputation in Task Ex-

ecutor selection

users’ workloads should be balanced across adjacent edge servers
as well as over time. This motivates CoopEdge’s incentive mech-
anism. The key idea is to reward edge servers that participate in
cooperative computing with credits so that they can use the credits
to retrieve help later on.

An edge server on CoopEdge can obtain credits in two ways: 1)
it will receive transaction reward when it wins a peer-offloaded task
and complete it on time as a Task Executor; and 2) it will receive
bookkeeping reward when it successfully commits a task transaction
onto the blockchain as a Task Recorder. A transaction reward is
comprised of the basic reward and extra reward. The basic reward
is advertised by the Task Publisher publishes a peer-offloaded task
on CoopEdge. It is awarded to the Task Executor when the task is
completed on time as required. The extra reward is awarded when
the task is completed earlier than required.

When a Task Publisher sp publishes a new task t , it broadcasts
the information about t on CoopEdge, including the maximum
execution time of t , denoted by δm , and the basic reward rb for
completing t within δm . The value of rb is decided by sp based on
the urgency of t . In general, a high basic reward will be specified for
an urgent task to attract Task Candidates and promote competition
among them, but it must not exceed sp ’s remaining credits. When t
is completed, the total credits to be rewarded to the Task Executor
se , denoted by r , is calculated as follows:

r = rb + re (1)

where re is the extra reward for completing t , calculated based on
the actual time taken by se to complete t :

re =


λ ·(δm−δe )

δm
,δe < δm

0,δe ≥ δm

(2)
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Figure 2: CoopEdge Framework

where λ is the baseline extra reward and δe is the actual time taken
by se to complete t . If δe exceeds δm , se will only receive 1

4 of the
basic reward and no the extra reward.

With this incentive mechanism, CoopEdge awards edge servers
that complete peer-offloaded tasks quickly. This is the short-term
incentive. In the meantime, CoopEdge will record Task Executors’
performance into the blockchain to facilitate the evaluation of their
long-term reputation. A Task Candidate with a bad reputation is
unlikely to be selected by Task Publishers to perform off-loaded
tasks. Edge servers with bad reputations are also unlikely to become
Task Recorders. The details are to be discussed in Section 4.2.

4 REPUTATION MECHANISM
CoopEdge employs a reputation system to facilitate the selection
of reliable Task Executors. In this section, we will first present how
the reputation of an edge server is calculated, then discuss how
it impacts the selection of Task Executors, and finally, discuss the
potential security threats.

4.1 Reputation Calculation
An edge server s’s reputation, denoted as rps , is evaluated based
on its historic performance in completing peer-offloaded tasks (re-
ferred to as transactions hereafter) on CoopEdge. In general, high
reputations are to be obtained with consistently high performance
in completing peer-offloaded tasks. Similar to reputation systems
designed for peer-to-peer (P2P) collaboration platforms [16, 42],
twomain issues must be addressed. First, an edge server must not be
able to obtain a good reputation only by completing a few transac-
tions. That is, the reputation of an edge server should be evaluated
based on the performance of multiple transactions over a period of
time. This prevents an edge server from building a good reputation
rapidly by completing a small number of transactions to cover up its
poor performance in the past. Second, an edge server must not be

able to obtain a good reputation with unstable performance. A good
reputation should be obtained only through consistently-high per-
formance in completing transactions. This prevents an edge server
from hiding its misbehaves among its large volume of transactions.

To solve the two issues above, CoopEdge employs a window u to
determine the number of most recent transactions to be considered
in the evaluation of an edge server’s reputation. Its value is specified
domain-specifically to allow CoopEdge to evaluate edge servers’
reputation over a long term. For example, in an area with a high
overall user density, edge servers need to cooperate often and will
perform lots of transactions. A large u can be employed to prevent
malicious edge servers from building their reputations quickly.

In reputation systems for decentralized platforms, e.g., Eigen-
Trust [16], PeerTrust [42] and PowerTrust [49], a peer’s perfor-
mance in one transaction is rated by the recipient of the transac-
tion, e.g., the peer that downloaded a file from another peer in the
system. Unlike these systems, an edge server’s performance in a
transaction t is indicated by re , i.e., the extra reward it received
for completing t , calculated with Eq. 2. According to Eq. 2, the
calculation of re for a transaction does not rely on a rating given by
the Task Publisher on the transaction. Thus, malicious edge servers
cannot boost the reputations of other malicious edge servers by
giving high ratings on their transactions - this is a common security
threat to reputation systems [42].

As we mentioned in Section 3, re is the extra reward for com-
pleting t , which is also can be defined as the performance for the
executor during the execution of t . More quickly complete the task
means it performed well, and can be assigned more re .

Compared to old transactions, recent transactions usually indi-
cate the future performance of an edge server in completing peer-
offloaded tasks more accurately. Given t most recent transactions
performed by an edge server s , CoopEdge employs the widely-used
exponential moving average (EMA) technique [11] to assign higher
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Figure 3: Example Weight Distribution for EMA

weights to more recent transactions:

rpn+1s =

{
0 n = 0

ρ · rn+1e + (1 − ρ) · rpns n > 0 (3)

where rpns is the reputation obtained by edge server s from its past
n transactions, parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] is used to indicate how fast the
weight of a transaction reduces over time. In general, a large ρ will
assign more weights to recent transactions in the calculation of an
edge server’s reputation. Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of the
weights assigned by CoopEdge to the 50 most recent transactions
performed by an edge server with ρ = 0.1 and ρ = 0.2.

The reputation system employed by CoopEdge ensures that an
edge server can build a good reputation only by consistently high
performance in completing peer-offloaded tasks over the long term.

4.2 Task Executor Selection
Latency is the main performance indicator for web applications
[7], especially in the EC environment. It is thus the key criteria for
Task Executor selection on CoopEdge. As introduced in Section 2,
when a task t is published on CoopEdge, candidates edge servers
can respond to the Task Publisher sp to contend for t . Some of them
may be closer to the Task Publisher than the others over the edge
server network. These edge servers can communicate with the sp
with lower latency and thus should be prioritized in Task Executor
selection. In addition, candidates’ reputations indicate their ability
to complete t within the required time frame (δm ). Those with high
reputations should also be prioritized. Thus, the Task Executor is
selected from the candidates based on their latency from the Task
Publisher and their reputations.

Given a set of candidatesC = c1, ..., cn , their reputations, denoted
as rp1, ..., rpn , can be calculated with Eq. (3) based on the data
about their historic performance retrieved from the blockchain.
Each candidate’s latency from sp , denoted by δi , is calculated as
follows:

δi = timei,r − timep (4)
where timep is when t is published and timei,r is when sp receives
the response from ci .

Next, the candidates’ reputations and latencies are normalized
with the widely-used Min-Max technique to obtain a rp′i and δ

′
i for

each candidate ci ∈ C:

rp′i =
rpi − rpmin

rpmax − rpmin
(5)

δ ′i =
δmax − δi

δmax − δmin
(6)

where rpmin and rpmax are the candidates’ minimum and maxi-
mum reputation, δmin and δmax are the candidates’ minimum and
maximum latencies.

Now, a score can be calculated for each candidate based on its
normalized reputation and latency:

sci = w1 · rp
′
i +w2 · δ

′
i (7)

wherew1 andw2 (w1 +w2 = 1.0) are domain-specific weights that
indicate the importance of reputation and latency in task execution
selection. In general, there isw1 > w2 if a high reputation is deemed
more important.

Finally, the candidate with the highest score is selected to per-
form t . In particular, at the launch of CoopEdge or when none of the
candidates has performed any transactions before, the reputations
of the candidates are 0. In such cases, the candidate with the lowest
latency is selected as the Task Executor.

4.3 Security Threats
In this study, we consider 1) a synchronous network where a mes-
sage is delivered within a known bounded time period - a common
setting in edge computing; and 2) a classic adversary model, i.e.,
n >= 3f + 1, where n is the total number of edge servers and f is
the maximum number of colluded adversarial edge servers.

Combining advantages of blockchain, EigenTrust [16], PeerTrust
[42] and PowerTrust [49], CoopEdge can defend against most com-
mon attacks against reputation systems for decentralized platforms
either by nature or by design. For example, many of such attacks ex-
ploit the lack of global storage on decentralized systems for record-
ing performance information. CoopEdge records such information
on a blockchain and thus is immune to these attacks.

A potential security threat to the reputation system employed
by CooeEdge is that a malicious edge server may complete a peer-
offloaded task but try to fake the completion time. Malicious edge
servers may also inject the reputation system with false ratings,
e.g., giving arbitrarily high ratings to other malicious edge servers
or falsely low ratings to genuine edge servers. On CoopEdge, an
edge server’s performance on a transaction is evaluated and ac-
knowledged collectively by other edge servers through distributed
consensus before it is recorded in the blockchain. Thus, a modified
transaction inherently will not be validated by the consensus and
it is difficult for malicious edge servers to give false ratings on
CoopEdge to subvert the system.

Another potential threat to CoopEdge is collusion attacks. A
malicious edge server may try to continuously give peer-offloaded
tasks to a specific edge server to increase its reputation. Unlike con-
ventional decentralized platforms as well as e-commerce platforms,
on CoopEdge, edge servers must contend for, win and complete
peer-offloaded tasks with high performance consistently to collect
credits as ammunition for coordinating an attack. The winner is not
simply selected by the Task Publisher. This significantly increases
the cost of coordinating such an attack.
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5 CONSENSUS MECHANISM
In this section, we first overview PoER (Proof of Edge Reputation) -
the consensus mechanism employed by CoopEdge and then discuss
it in detail.

5.1 Overview
CoopEdge builds on blockchain to drive cooperative edge comput-
ing. The consensus mechanism is the backbone of any blockchain-
based systems. In general, the participants of a blockchain-system
follow a consensus mechanism to reach a consensus on the contents
in the blocks on the blockchain. Only when a block is validated via
the consensus mechanism will it be added to the blockchain. On
CoopEdge, the consensus mechanism is designed to validate two
types of contents in each block. The first is the completion times
of peer-offloaded tasks. As discussed in Section 3, the reward for
completing a peer-offloaded task is calculated based on its com-
pletion - more reward will be awarded to the Task Executor if the
task is completed sooner. To ensure that the correct completion
time of a task is recorded on the blockchain, the edge servers on
CoopEdge need to reach a consensus on the completion of the task.
The second type of contents to be validated is the basic reward to
be awarded to the Task Executor. After a task is completed, the
edge servers on CoopEdge will validate whether the Task Publisher
has adequate credits to reward the Task Executor. This ensures that
the correct amount of basic reward for each task is recorded on the
blockchain.

On a blockchain-based system, a miner usually needs to be se-
lected to create a new block [48]. Inspired by PBFT [2] and Hotstuff
[47], two popular consensus mechanisms, on CoopEdge a leader is
elected as the Task Recorder introduced in Section 2 from all the
edge servers based on their reputations via a leader election process
to create a transaction block and a bookkeeping block for each trans-
action to be validated and added to the blockchain. The transaction
block contains the information about the transaction, including its
start time, completion time, basic reward and extra reward. The
bookkeeping block contains the reward received by the leader for
creating the transaction block and adding it to the blockchain. To
recover from a leader failure, PBFT employs a view-change protocol
to elect a new leader to take over the responsibility of the failed
leader [17]. This protocol is also implemented on CoopEdge to kick
in when the current leader has not responded for a certain period
of time. PBFT goes through three phases. In the pre-prepare phase,
the leader broadcasts N −1messages to N −1 other edge servers; in
the prepare phase, the edge servers broadcast a total of N ∗ (N − 1)
messages; similarly, the number of the messages delivered in the
commit phase is also N ∗ (N − 1). Therefore, the communication
complexity of PBFT is O(N 2). PoER also goes through three phases.
However, instead of every edge server broadcasting its own mes-
sage, PoER enables the leader to coordinate the consensus process
via message delivery. Edge servers communicate with the leader
only. Thus, the communication complexity of PoER is O(N ).

Similar to PBFT [2], PoER is designed to drive CoopEdge based
on the unique characteristics of the EC environment. First, edge
servers are deployed at base stations. Thus, the number of edge
servers deployed in an area is relatively stable. Second, edge servers
are usually deployed and managed by edge infrastructure providers

Table 2: Data Structure for PoER

Variables Description

blockID block ID
credit total credit hold by edge servers
currentV iewNum current view number
currentSeqNum current sequence number
leaderID leader ID
n sequence number of a block
numPrevotes number of votes
numReady number of Ready messages
v view number

like Amazon or Verizon. They are usually trustworthy. Overall, we
can assume that the ratio of malicious edge servers of all will not
exceed 1/3 - this is the foundation for the threat model shared by
PBFT and PoER. More details about the threat model can be found
in [2].

5.2 Consensus Process
As introduced in Section 2, each time a new transaction is com-
pleted, the information about this transaction will be packaged by
the Task Publisher and broadcasted on CoopEdge in Step 6. Unlike
PBFT [2] that selects a random leader to record the transaction on
the blockchain, on CoopEdge the edge server with the highest rep-
utation is elected as the leader to generate and add the transaction
block and bookkeeping block on the blockchain. The reputation
calculation can be found in Section 4.1. The consensus process con-
sists of three phases, i.e., Phase 1 Validate, Phase 2 Pre-Commit,
and Phase 3 Commit, as shown in Fig. 4. Table 2 summarizes the
data structures used in PoER.

Phase 1Validate. In this phase, the leader packs the information
about a transaction tx into a new transaction block and generates a
Validate message, denoted by ⟨VALIDATE,v,n,blockID⟩, where v
is the view number, n is the sequence number indicating the corre-
sponding transaction block, and blockID is the ID of the transaction
block. Then, the leader broadcasts both the transaction block and
the Validate message. Upon the receipt of the Validate message,
edge servers will check if it was sent by the actual leader. Then,
they validate the time and reward information in the transaction
block. On CoopEdge, each edge server will record two pieces of
time information about every transaction: 1) the start time times ,
which is the time when it received the decision broadcasted in Step
4 by the Task Publisher about who will perform the transaction; 2)
the finish time timef , which is the time when it received the mes-
sage from the Task Executor in Step 5 about the completion of the
transaction. Given times and timef , the edge server can calculate
time

′

d , i.e., the time taken by the Task Executor to complete the
transaction. It can then compare time

′

d against the task execution
time timed recorded in the transaction block. If the difference be-
tween timed and time

′

d is no more than threshold η (see Step 1 in
Section 2), the transaction block is considered valid. After that, it
will calculate the Task Publisher’s remaining credits based on the
information available on the blockchain and check whether it has
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Procedure 1 Validate Phase
1: as leader
2: packs transaction tx to generate a transaction block tblock

with blockID
3: create a Validate messagemvalidate
4: mvalidate .v ←− currentV iewNum
5: mvalidate .n←− currentSeqNum
6: mvalidate .blockID←− blockID
7: mvalidate .type ←− VALIDATE
8: broadcast tblock with Validate message
9: as edge server (except leader)
10: receive the tblock and Validate message from leader
11: time

′

d = timef − times

12: if
���time

′

d − timed

��� < η then
13: if sp .credit > rb then
14: create a Vote messagemvote
15: mvote .v ←− currentV iewNum
16: mvote .n←− currentSeqNum
17: mvote .blockID←− blockID
18: mvote .type ←− VOTE
19: sendmvote to leader
20: end if
21: end if

adequate credits to be rewarded to the Task Executor. If the valida-
tion succeeds, the edge server sends the validation result, denoted
by ⟨VOTE,v,n,blockID⟩ to the leader as a vote for the transaction.
The pseudo-code of the Validate phase is shown in Procedure 1.

Phase 2 Pre-Commit. In this phase, after receiving at least
2f votes3, the leader notifies all the edge servers to enter the Pre-
Commit phase by broadcasting the voting results via Pre-commit
messages, denoted as ⟨PRE − COMMIT,v,n,blockID⟩. Upon the
receipt of the Pre-Commit message, the edge servers add the trans-
action block to their logs and return a Ready message, denoted
as ⟨READY,v,n,blockID⟩, to notify the leader that they are ready
to commit. The pseudo-code of Pre-Commit phase is shown in
Procedure 2.

Phase 3 Commit.When the leader receives at least 2f Ready
messages from edge servers, it will notify all the edge servers to
formally commit the transaction block by broadcasting the Commit
messages, denoted as ⟨COMMIT,v,n,blockID⟩. Upon the receipt
3At least 3f + 1 participants are needed to tolerate f faults in the Byzantine Generals’
Problem [30].

Procedure 2 Pre-Commit Phase
1: as leader
2: wait for votes from edge servers
3: if numPrevotes ≥ 2f
4: create a Pre-Commit messagempre−commit
5: mpre−commit .v ←− currentV iewNum
6: mpre−commit .n←− currentSeqNum
7: mpre−commit .blockID←− blockID
8: mpre−commit .type ←− PRE-COMMIT
9: broadcastmpre−commit to enter Pre-Commit phase
10: end if
11: as edge server (except leader)
12: receive the voting results andmpre−commit from leader
13: add tblock to its log
14: create a Ready messagemr eady
15: mr eady .v ←− currentV iewNum
16: mr eady .n←− currentSeqNum
17: mr eady .blockID←− blockID
18: mr eady .type ←− READY
19: sendmr eady to leader

Procedure 3 Commit Phase
1: as leader
2: if numReady ≥ 2f
3: create a Commit messagemcommit
4: mcommit .v ←− currentV iewNum
5: mcommit .n←− currentSeqNum
6: mcommit .blockID←− blockID
7: mcommit .type ←− COMMIT
8: broadcastmcommit
9: commit tblock
10: currentSeqNum = currentSeqNum + 1
11: end if
12: as edge server (except leader)
13: commit tblock
14: currentSeqNum = currentSeqNum + 1

of the Commit message, edge servers will add the block on the
blockchain. The pseudo-code of the Commit phase is shown in
Procedure 3.

6 EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
We implement a prototype of CoopEdge to evaluate its performance
in a simulated EC environment. 4

6.1 Benchmark Implementations
The performance of CoopEdge is compared against a baseline im-
plementation and two state-of-the-art approaches:
• NON-COL: Under this implementation, edge servers do not

offload any of their tasks to other edge servers. This is the baseline
implementation.
• OPEN-D: OPEN-D is the decentralized implementation of

the game-theoretical approach proposed in [3]. In each time slot,
4The source code is available at https://github.com/coopedge/prototype for validation
and reproduction of the experimental results.
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the edge servers play a game to reach a Nash equilibrium as the
peer-offloading solution.
• OPEN-C: OPEN-C is implemented based on the peer-offloading

mechanism proposed in [3], where a centralized controller is re-
sponsible for scheduling all the peer-offloaded tasks based on Lya-
punov optimisation. It finds the optimal peer-offloading solution
that minimizes the overall system delay in each time slot.

6.2 Experiment Setup
The CoopEdge prototype is implemented based on Hyperledger
Sawtooth 1.2.4 with Python 3.7. In each of the experiments, a num-
ber of N virtual machines are deployed in our private data center
as edge servers constituting an edge server network with a density
of D. Each of the edge servers is equipped with a 1 GHz CPU with
2GB RAM and 30GB storage. The round-trip latency between any
two virtual machines is about 50ms. Please note that in a real-world
EC environment, edge servers are much more powerful and the
round-trip latency between them is usually lower. Under such cir-
cumstances, CoopEdge’s performance will be higher because it fully
utilizes edge servers’ capacities and their ability to communicate.

6.2.1 Workload Generation. In the experiments, we employ YCSB
[6] to generate task workloads for the edge servers on CoopEdge.
In general, it produces task workloads by performing database
operations. Specifically, 1 million data records are pre-generated
and 10,000 tasks are generated to randomly query a portion of
the 1 million data records, following a Poisson distribution [26]:
X ∼ P (γ ), whereγ is 5,000. In each experiment with N edge servers
on CoopEdge, 300 ∗ N of the 10,000 query tasks are randomly
selected as the total task volume in that experiment. These tasks
are submitted to the edge servers randomly. Upon the receipt of a
task, if its CPU utilization is below a pre-specified threshold µ, it
will perform the task itself. Otherwise, it will publish the task on
CoopEdge with 1/10 of its remaining credits as the basic reward.
The edge server that wins a peer-offloaded task will perform the
task after it finishes its current task. An experiment completes when
all the tasks are completed.

6.2.2 Performance Metrics. CoopEdge aims to drive and support
collaboration among edge servers to balance their workloads. To
evaluate its performance, we measure and compare the overall
throughput of all the edge servers on CoopEdge, OPEN-C and
OPEN-D. We also compare individual edge servers’ CPU utilization
on CoopEdge and NON-COL. On CoopEdge, OPEN-C and OPEN-D,
it takes time to dispatch each peer-offloaded task to an edge server.
This impacts the time taken to complete a task after it is submitted.
Thus, we also evaluate the average task dispatch time on CoopEdge,
OPEN-C and OPEN-D. As discussed in Section 5.1, PoER, CoopE-
dge’s consensus mechanism, is designed based on PBFT [2]. The
consensus time is an important efficiency indicator for blockchain-
based systems [32, 40]. Thus, we compare the average time taken to
achieve consensus for each peer-offloaded task on two implemen-
tations of CoopEdge, one powered by PoER and the other powered
by PBFT.
• System Throughput. The throughput is measured by the

number of tasks completed per second over the entire time taken
to complete all the tasks.

Table 3: Parameter Settings and Experiment Sets

N D µ

Set #1 7,10,13,16,19 1.2 0.8
Set #2 10 1.2,1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0 0.8
Set #3 10 1.2 0.7,0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9
Set #4 10 1.2 0.8

• Task Dispatch Time. The task dispatch time is the time
taken to dispatch a peer-offloaded task to an edge server. Here, we
measure the average task dispatch time per task.
• CPU Utilization. The CPU utilization indicates how busy an

edge server is with performing tasks.
• Consensus Time. The consensus time is the average amount

of time taken for the edge servers to reach a consensus on a task
transaction.

6.2.3 Parameter Settings. CoopEdge’s performance may vary in
different EC environments. To evaluate its performance comprehen-
sively, we conduct three sets of experiments, i.e., Set #1, Set #2 and
Set #3, where the value of three parameters vary to simulate various
EC environments. In each set of the experiments, we vary one of
the three parameters while fixing the other two, as summarized in
Table 3. Each time a parameter varies, the experiments are repeated
50 runs and the average results are reported. In particular, a Set #4
is conducted with all the parameter values fixed to demonstrate the
performance of CoopEdge over time in a specific experiment.

• Number of Edge Servers (N ). This is the number of edge
servers in the simulated EC environment5. As introduced in Sec-
tion 2, a larger threshold η allows edge servers further away from
the Task Publisher over the edge server network to perform peer-
offloaded tasks. In Set #1, when N increases, η also increases to
involve more edge servers in performing peer-offloaded tasks. In
other experiments, we set η = 100ms.
• Graph Density (D). As introduced in Section 1, the edge

servers in an EC environment constitute an edge server network.
It can be modelled as a graph. Calculated by D = |E | /N , where E
is the total number of edges in the graph, it represents the average
number of edge servers each edge server is connected to.
• Peer-offloading Threshold (µ). Considering that an edge

server not only performs tasks but also needs to maintain basic op-
erations, a threshold µ is employed in the experiments to determine
whether an edge server needs to peer-offload a task. Specifically,
when the CPU utilization of an edge server exceeds µ, it will of-
fload the next task on CoopEdge. Similarly, an edge server will only
compete for and complete a peer-offloaded task when its own CPU
utilization is below µ.

6.3 Experimental Results
6.3.1 System Throughput. Fig. 5 compares the system throughput
of CoopEdge, OPEN-A, OPEN-C and NON-COL in Set #1, Set #2 and
Set #3. It can be clearly seen that CoopEdge achieves the highest

5PBFT and its variants are not suitable in large-scale scenarios [18]. In such scenarios,
edge servers can be partitioned into multiple consensus committees [40] in which
CoopEdge is implemented individually.
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Figure 5: System Throughput
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Figure 6: Task Dispatch Time
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Figure 7: Consensus Time

system throughput in all the experiments. On average, it outper-
forms NON-COL, OPEN-D and OPEN-C by 25.02%, 12.97% and 9.2%
in Set #1, 49.43%, 24.88% and 16.1% in Set #2, and 29.76%, 13.99%
and 9.36% in Set #3. Fig. 5(a) shows that when the number of edge
servers (N ) increases in Set #1, the system throughput increases for
all the four implementations. This is expected because more edge
servers can accommodate more tasks at the same time. CoopEdge

takes the most advantage of the extra edge servers, which is evi-
denced by its most significant system throughput when N increases
from 7 to 19. When graph density D increases in Set #2, each edge
server is connected to more other edge servers on average. This
shortens their average distance over the edge server network and
allows more edge servers (under threshold η introduced in Section
2) to contend for each peer-offloaded task. A larger D allows peer-
offloaded tasks to be further spread over the edge server network
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and improves CoopEdge’s system throughput, as demonstrated in
Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(c) shows that the increase in the peer-offloading
threshold (µ) lowers CoopEdge’s system throughput. A high µ dis-
courages edge servers to seek help from other edge servers. The
idle resources on edge servers are poorly utilized, which lowers the
system throughput.

6.3.2 Task Dispatch Time. Fig. 6 shows the average amount of time
taken to dispatch a peer-offloaded task on different implementa-
tions. CoopEdge is again the clear winner that takes the least time to
dispatch peer-offloaded tasks, outperforming OPEN-D and OPEN-C
by 33.08% and 17.12% in Set #1, by 35.27% and 16.9% in Set #2, by
26.99% and 11.51% in Set #3. This indicates the ability of CoopEdge
to fully leverage the ability of edge servers to communicate and
collaborate. As introduced in Section 6.2.3, when N increases, η
increases and edge servers can seek help from edge servers fur-
ther away over the edge server network. As a result, it takes more
time for the Task Publisher to finish all the computation and com-
munication to find the winner for its task, as can be observed in
Fig. 6(a). Graph density (D) impacts CoopEdge’s task dispatch time
in the opposite way. As discussed above, a smaller D decreases
the average distance between edge servers and consequently the
communication time needed between the Task Publisher and the
Task Candidate furthest over the network. As a result, CoopEdge’s
average task dispatch time decreases, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Fig.
6(c) shows that the offloading threshold (µ) does not impact the task
dispatch time. The reason is that µ impacts the timing of task peer-
offloading, but not the edge server network, e.g., its size or density.
Thus, it does impact the time taken to dispatch peer-offloaded tasks.

6.3.3 Consensus Time. Fig. 7(a)-(c) compare the consensus times of
PoER and PBFT in Set #1, Set #2 and Set #3, respectively. Compared
with PBFT, PoER takes much less time to reach consensus in all
the cases, i.e., 41.52% less in Set #1, 47.83% less in Set #2 and 37.99%
less in Set #3. In Set #1 where the number of edge servers (N )
increases, the size of the edge server network increases, as well
as its diameter, i.e., the maximum distance between any two edge
servers in the network. It takes more time for the two edge servers
with the maximum distance to communicate. Thus, the total time
needed for all the edge servers to consensus increases with N , as
illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Furthermore, PBFT requires all the edge
servers to communicate with each other to consensus while PoER
elects a leader to coordinate the consensus process. The latter is
impacted less significantly by the increase in N , as confirmed by
the increase in their performance gap with N . Fig. 7 shows that
when edge density D increases, PoER and PBFT’s consensus times
both decrease. The reasons are the same as those discussed earlier
in Section 6.3.2 for the decrease in CoopEdge’s task dispatch time
shown in Fig. 6(b). Similarly, for the same reason as discussed in
Section 6.3.2, offloading threshold µ does not impact the edge server
network and thus does not impact PoER or PBFT neither.

6.3.4 CPU Utilization. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show individual edge
severs’ CPU utilization on NON-COL and CoopEdge in experiment
Set #4 with 10 edge servers. Comparing the two figures, we can eval-
uate the ability of CoopEdge to balance system workloads across
edge servers. In Fig. 8(a), we can observe large differences in the
average CPU utilization rates between the 10 edge servers, ranging

from 30% to 90% approximately. This indicates considerable imbal-
ance between the edge servers. We can also observe that over the
200 seconds from the beginning, the CPU utilization of most edge
servers fluctuates significantly on NON-COL, especially those with
high average CPU utilization rates. This tells us that without coop-
eration, edge servers can easily be overwhelmed and it is difficult
for them to recover. Fig. 8(b) shows something very different. We
can see that on ColleEdge, the edge servers’ average CPU utilization
rates are less different, ranging from 40% to 70% roughly. In the
meantime, their CPU utilization rates do not fluctuate significantly
over time. In particular, none of the edge servers are overwhelmed
and their CPU utilization rates all stabilize below the offloading
threshold µ = 0.8. This evidences the ability of CoopEdge to main-
tain edge servers’ CPU utilization below a pre-specified level by
sharing workloads among edge servers. Overall, the standard devi-
ation of the ten edge servers’ CPU utilization rates on CoopEdge
and NON-COL ares 7.04 and 16.49, respectively.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Edge Computing
The number of end-devices, such as mobile phones, wearable de-
vices, tablets and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices has grown ex-
plosively in the past decade. Many mobile and IoT applications
have become increasingly resource-intensive and latency-sensitive,
such as web AR [35], online gaming [21], autonomous vehicles
[27]. These applications render the conventional cloud computing
paradigm obsolete for its high and often unpredictable network
latency [26]. To fulfill these applications’ rapidly growing resource
requirements and latency requirements, the edge computing (EC)
paradigm was proposed [14]. It extends the cloud computing para-
digm by pushing computing resources from the central cloud to the
edge of the cloud. In the EC environment, edge servers are attached
to base stations and access points. App vendors like YouTube or
Uber can hire computing and storage resources on edge servers
for hosting their apps to serve users with low latency [34]. Offload-
ing computation tasks from app users’ end-devices to nearby edge
servers can ease the computation burden and energy consumption
on those resource-limited end-devices [3]. This is a key technology
of the 5G mobile network [44].

7.2 Cooperative Edge Computing
Due their limited physical sizes, edge servers suffer from con-
strained computing and storage resources [10, 19]. They often can-
not handle the tasks offloaded from users alone, especially in areas
with a high user density. This critical limitation has attracted a lot
of attention from both industry and academia in very recent years.
Many efforts have been devoted to enable edge servers to cooperate.
High-speed links are established between adjacent edge servers
to allow them to communicate with each other and transmit data
[3, 8] over the edge server network [39] or via macro base stations
based on the edge cloud architecture [33]. This enables edge servers
to offload tasks to each other to balance their workloads. This is
referred to as peer-offloading [3, 8, 20], which is the foundation of
cooperative edge computing. While raising a lot of unprecedented
challenges, cooperative edge computing offers many new inno-
vation opportunities at the edge, e.g., data distribution [39], data
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Figure 8: CPU Utilization (Set #4)

caching [38], video distribution, [36], vehicular network [24], etc.
However, most existing studies of cooperative edge have commonly
assumed that the edge servers are reliable and trustworthy. This
is unrealistic in real-world EC environment where edge servers
are usually deployed and managed by different edge infrastructure
providers like Amazon and Google as well as small- or medium-
sized providers [20, 43]. Building trust and incentive is the key to
cooperative edge computing in the real world.

7.3 Blockchain for Edge Computing
Aiming to build trust and incentive via distributed consensus [41],
the blockchain technology offers a promising foundation for ad-
dressing the trust and incentive issues challenging cooperative edge
computing. The unique features offered by blockchain are perfectly
aligned with EC’s pursuit of decentralized control and processing
[46]. To name a few applications of blockchain in applications at
the edge. Liu et al. [23] propose a blockchain-based framework
for adaptive video streaming at the edge. Xu et al. [43] develop a
blockchain-based big data-sharing framework to support various
applications across resource-limited edges. Unfortunately, existing
blockchain-based systems are designed to support specific applica-
tions in the EC environment. For example, the system proposed in
[23] aims to facilitate collaboration among content creators, video
transcoders, and consumers. The system proposed in [43] attempts
to build trust between the applications deployed on edge servers
when they need to share data with each other. AnyLog [1] is pro-
posed to facilitate a data sharing platform where participants can
publish and access shared data. It provides financial rewards for
participants who publish or process data. A blockchain maintains
the configuration and bookkeeping information of the global state
of AnyLog and disputes between participants. Sharing a similar
incentive mechanism with CoopEdge, AnyLog does not evaluate
the reputations of participants like CoopEdge. Unlike these studies,
this paper aims to build a platform that drives and support coop-
erative edge computing among edge servers by building trust and
incentive between them. CoopEdge builds the foundation for the
construction of various applications at the edge.

7.4 Main Studies Relevant to CoopEdge
As discussed in Section 1, the three main components of CoopE-
dge are its incentive mechanism, reputation system and consensus
mechanism. Their designs are inspired by the key ideas and fea-
tures of blockchain, and distributed reputation systems. In general,
blockchain is CoopEdge’s backbone that facilitates its incentive
mechanism and reputation system. On CoopEdge, credits (the digi-
tal tokens on blockchain [4]) are offered as rewards to edge servers
who perform peer-offloaded tasks for their peers. Later on, they can
use the credits they earned to incentivize their peers to help them.
This is the main idea of CoopEdge’s incentive mechanism. Edge
servers’ performance is evaluated by their peers via a distributed
consensus and recorded on the blockchain. The reputation of an
edge server impacts its chances of being selected to perform and
record peer-offloaded tasks. This is the main idea of CoopEdge’s
reputation system, which is inspired by three of the most successful
distributed reputation systems, i.e., EigenTrust [16], PeerTrust [42]
and PowerTrust [49]. The consensus mechanism that facilitates
edge servers’ consensus on CoopEdge is inspired by the famous
Practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) mechanism [2]. The goal
of PBFT is for peers to reach a consensus on whether to accept the
information submitted to the blockchain. A transaction is verified
as a valid transaction after the receipt of the responses from ade-
quate peers. PBFT has its requirements. First of all, the nodes in the
system must be fixed. Second, PBFT requires the minimum number
of nodes n ≥ 3f + 1 in the system to tolerate f malicious nodes -
the malicious nodes in the system must not exceed 1/3 of the nodes
in the entire system. Fortunately, the EC environment fulfils these
requirements.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Cooperative edge computing is the key to full exploration and
utilization of the power of edge computing. In this paper, we pro-
posed a platform named CoopEdge as the first attempt to drive
and support cooperative edge computing based on blockchain. We
presented and discussed its three main components, i.e., incentive
mechanism, reputation system and consensus mechanism. Exten-
sive experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of
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CoopEdge against a baseline and two state-of-the-art implementa-
tions. The results demonstrate its superior ability to improve and
balance system throughput with low overheads.

In the future, we plan to investigate the possible attacks against
CoopEdge and explore corresponding mechanisms for defending
CoopEdge against these attacks.
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